News Release
So Versatile, You’ll Think It Can Do Anything—MT Series

•

Pacific Bearing’s Most Versatile
Actuator

•

Provides Fast, Accurate &
Repeatable Linear Motion

•

Sealed Against Contamination

•

T-slots for Easy Mounting

Roscoe, IL – May 23, 2008 Pacific Bearing Company is pleased to announce its brand new line of
linear actuators. With a reputation for providing the most innovative solutions to the most difficult
applications, PBC has recently introduced the MT linear actuator—the most versatile in their new line.
With one exterior design and multiple different configurations for an interior design, the MT actuator
can be utilized in a wide variety of different applications and industries: food and beverage,
packaging, automotive, and medical equipment. And With t-slots for easy mounting, the installation
process is a snap.
The MT series actuator provides a large amount of options for a great deal of different
applications, even horizontal and vertical applications. This system also provides a longer stroke
length; which is a must for applications that require greater distance between tasks. Magnetically
sealed to keep contaminants out, the MT series is an obvious candidate for working in the dingiest
environments, but it is also excellent in working in clean-room, laboratory and other medical
surroundings.
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News Release
For more information on the new MT series actuator, please call 1.800.729.9085 or email to
marketing@pacific-bearing.com.
• Leading Innovator
in Linear Motion
Since 1982
• Located in Roscoe,
IL with 150,000 ft2
Facility
• Easy to Use
Website

• New Series of
Linear Actuators
• Revolutionary
new Integral V ™
Technology
• Advanced
Technical
Assistance
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